
Finish off the word of.

Now write the full word.

Highlight the word of in these sentences.

A bucket of sand.

A mug of hot milk.

Let go of my arm.

We ran out of food.

Trace the word of. 
 

Find and circle the word of.

Add the word of to these sentences.

Get out  bed!

The toy is made  wood.

I ate all  the sweets.

Clap the word of.

High Frequency Word Activity Mat: of 1

Write the letters from the 
word of inside the boxes.
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Highlight the word no in these sentences.

I can see no bees.

No, thank you.

The cat has no food.

Mum said, “No more cake.”

Trace the word no. 
 

Find and circle the word no.

Add the word no to these sentences.

 people visited today.

The shop had  pears.

I have  pencils.

Clap the word no.

Finish off the word no.

Now write the full word.

High Frequency Word Activity Mat: no 1

Write the letters  
from the word no 
inside the boxes.
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Highlight the word one in these sentences.

I have one cat.

   Can I borrow one of yours?

   The pirate had one leg.

   I don’t like this one.

Trace the word one. 
 

Find and circle the word one.

Add the word one to these sentences.

I am the tallest  in the class.

 day, I will see the sea.

I will take the yellow                          .

Clap the word one.

Finish off the word one.

Now write the full word.

High Frequency Word Activity Mat: one 3

Write the letters from the 
word one inside the boxes.
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Highlight the word put in these sentences.

  Put some sugar in your tea.

  Don’t put it on my desk.

  Put on your hat.

  Please put the oven on.

Find and circle the word put.

Add the word put to these sentences.

       Where should I  my bag?

 up your hand.

Please  on the lights.

Clap the word put.

Finish off the word put.

Now write the full word.

High Frequency Word Activity Mat: put 5

Write the letters from the 
word put inside the boxes.

put

pin

push
put

pull

put put
pin

pull

push

pin

pull

put

push

Trace the word put. 
 put

put
put

      pu           ut

      p t



Highlight the word people in these sentences.

I saw lots of people wearing costumes.

Are there any more people outside?

People can be mean sometimes.

Trace the word people. 
 

Find and circle the 
word people.

Add the word people to these sentences. 

There are so many  here today.

Most  think I am really funny.

This is a book for young .

Clap the word people.

Finish off the word people.

Now write the full word.

High Frequency Word Activity Mat: people 1

prove
people

people
prove

people

prove
prettypretty

people
peop_ _ _ _ _ple

_ _ _ _ _e p_ _ _ _ _

parents

pretty
people

parents

__ __ __ __ __ __people
people
people

Write the letters from the word people inside the boxes.
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